Leaving the Vikings

Denmark, Aarhus 03.03.2018

Dear Foreigner.
I´m happy to meet You right now. Listen carefully to what I have to say to You: I´m settled in
Denmark and have lived here for almost 60 Years, without being accepted. This Country has chosen to
base its Future in Technology, and I cannot exist in a Country based on control and Screens, so I have
to move to another Country.
Who am I? I´m a descended master of the White Hierarchy and have just ended my work in Denmark
01.03.2018. I´m free to go somewhere else now, where I´m needed. It could be everywhere on Earth,
but it´s not, and I require a couple of month to lick my wounds after working among people who does
not care if I´m here or not, try to dump my power, or rather see me disappear. Although I was almost
hidden to do my Job. My Soul was divided into 6 People around the World in the descendens. 4 are
now dead, and we are 2 left. I have a Dual in the United States, so I presume my next Job in Love must
be in Europe somewhere. I work with Energies and have lifted Denmark into a higher Level of Energy
by opening a Portal of Energy and now after 18 Years of “Energybattle” it´s done.
My connection to the specific Energies are now closed and meant to open in a new Country because of
the Lack of Gratitude and Acceptance of a Master in Denmark. I can hear and see People working with
the Light and challenging me, and prefer to do that instead of talking to me standing right beside them.
It´s a Paradox. So Time´s up among the proud Vikings and I´m ready and allowed to do one more Job
on Earth before leaving forever. Is it in Your Country?
If you have a Place, small, proper Cottage perhaps, where I can live in a Climate that is not too hot and
with a nice view nearby the Sea, no big City around, then let´s talk about it. I´m humble and modest,
don´t need much. You can write to me on this address: raisingthera@raisingtherays.com
I need access to a Computer once in a while but not installed in my home. My Energywork cannot be
associated with Technology because it has a higher Frequency than electronic Gadgets and Stuff. And
personally I will not spend my last Years on Earth in front of a Screen or with a Robot beside me in my
Sofa. I need to live authentic and breathe the Air. Enjoy to be here one last time.
Please write and be prepared for an eventually “no, thank you” because, I need the right Place to do what
I´m meant to do. It´ s not a personal denial!
Yours sincerely Ziggie Zigiezet.

